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PROJECT OVERVIEW

Project Name

Wowcher Offices 

Client

Wowcher

Main Contractor

Enaflo Interiors Ltd

System

Banded FS25 Single Glazed

Location

Dalston, London

Completion Date

February 2020



WOWCHER 
REVEAL LATEST 
STAFF DEAL
Wowcher Offices, London

UK’s e-commerce marketplace, 
Wowcher, has revealed one of its latest 
deals, a modern new work place in 
Dalston, London providing desk space, 
meeting rooms and creative breakout 
areas for its expanding team.

The work was carried out by Enaflo 

Interiors Ltd, who are design and build 

specialists and fit-out contractors. 

Enaflo, based in Tonbridge in Kent, 

worked with Wowcher five years ago 

on their original premises and were 

delighted to be invited back to work 

with them again on this new London 

office project.  

Enaflo has a long-standing relationship 

with OculaTM and having confidence 

in both their product and delivery 

abilities contacted them to look at a 

partitioning solution for this project.



They selected OculaTM FS25 single glazed, black 

banded, partitioning for all areas which not only 

complemented the industrial style of the building, 

but the aluminum banding ensured that all glazed 

areas can be easily seen for safety purposes.  

The OculaTM FS25 system was used as dividers 

between the general office space, meeting and 

breakout areas. This partitioning system is single 

glazed and can incorporate differing thicknesses of 

glass to meet a projects criteria. It can be installed 

either as a fully glazed partitioning system or 

integrated with drywall, to provide a mixture of 

drywalling and glass.  In this case full height glass 

inline doors, with complimentary black banding 

and stylish, in some cases lockable hardware, 

ensures that the clean design lines are not broken. 



A full glazed system ensured 

light continues to flow through 

all areas in this project adding 

a transparency to the design 

that encourages communication 

within the work space.  Overall 

the partitioning complements 

and ties together all areas 

perfectly and provides a feature 

background that allows the 

striking colour elements to be 

creatively added with furnishings.

“Our client Wowcher is delighted with the 

end result of this office refurbishment and the 

partitioning product from OculaTM was a key 

part of this project.  We have worked with 

OculaTM for many years and trust their design 

advice, product quality and speedy delivery, 

the latter of which was particularly important 

for the Wowcher fit-out. The banded FS25 

glazing is really easy to install and the end 

result looks great. Thanks again OculaTM”

- Daniel Ramsden, Enaflo Interiors Ltd


